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One of the interesting aspects of the CO2 problem relates to the length and time scales involved in the overall 
problem.  Because CCS can only have a significant impact on the atmospheric carbon problem if the technology is 
applied at a massive scale, injection operations will necessarily involve large spatial domains and long periods of 
time.  This is very different than, for example, typical multi-phase groundwater contamination problems, where the 
separate-phase contaminant (a non-aqueous-phase liquid, or NAPL) typically involves a localized spill or leak that 
covers a relatively small spatial domain.  In those cases, details of the fluid architecture within the spill zone are 
important, and the associated models may need to resolve small spatial scales, on the order one meter or smaller.  
All three spatial dimensions tend to be important, with vertical flows often being significant.  In enhanced oil 
recovery (EOR) operations, a typical five-spot pattern involves somewhat larger spatial scales compared to a NAPL 
problem but the length scales are still small compared to a CCS operation.  The combined injection and production 
in EOR allows for control of pressure build-up as well as control of flow directions.  Because the focus is on oil 
production, small-scale heterogeneities can have important effects in terms of CO2 breakthrough and sweep 
efficiency.
If we attempt to define small-scale details of the fluid architecture in a CO2 injection problem, for example at 
the meter-scale, we will have no chance to perform any meaningful simulations because the overall problem has a 
characteristic length scale of many kilometres.  Therefore, the traditional equations need to be "upscaled" so that 
they apply at much larger length (and time) scales.  The upscaling can be done in several ways.  One is to simply 
assume the equations remain the same across all scales, but the coefficients in the equations need to be redefined to 
reflect different scales.  Another option is to begin by listing the important processes for the problem, to consider the 
length and time scales associated with those processes, and then determine which processes need to be included in a 
model that is meant to apply to specific length and time scales.  If we have a process that is not important at time 
scales below the decadal to century time scale (like the process of convective mixing), then it does not need to be 
included in models meant to represent early time behaviour.  Similarly, processes whose dynamics occur over 
relatively fast time scales (like local-scale capillary displacement or local-scale dissolution) can be assumed to be at 
equilibrium when longer-time models are written.  In this way, only the dynamics of relevant processes at a chosen 
length and time scales need to be resolved within the models applied to the problem. 
This general idea of scale identification coupled with development of different models (sets of equations) for 
different length and time scales can be placed into a systematic framework that is often referred to as multi-scale 
modelling.  Such models can be applied naturally to the CO2 storage problem.  In this paper, we will present such a 
modelling framework.  We begin by identifying the length and time scales associated with many of the important 
processes for CO2 injection, migration, and possible leakage.  We then present a sequence of models meant to cover 
most models that are currently applied to geological storage problems, and then outline a series of multi-scale 
models for the CO2 problem.   We base our multi-scale modelling approach on the idea that equations should be 
written at length and time scales that are chosen to correspond to practical questions that are likely to be asked about 
any large-scale injection operation.  These include questions about the spatial extent of the CO2 plume, the spatial 
extent of significant pressure increases, the spatial and temporal dynamics of leakage out of the injection formation, 
and the evolution and significance of longer-term trapping mechanisms.  Practical models should be written on 
length and time scale appropriate to answer such questions. 
2. Length and Time Scales 
In Figure 1, we have indicated a number of the important length scales for the CO2 storage problem. They range 
from the sub-millimeter scale (for example, fluid-fluid interfaces at the pore scale, fracture aperatures – we call this 
the "nano" scale) to the intermediate scale (for example, wellbore radii or thin capillary fringe widths – the "micro" 
scale) to larger scales (for example, thicker capillary fringe widths to the vertical thickness of a formation – the 
"meso" scale) to the largest scales of the problem (including the lateral extent of the CO2 plume and the lateral 
extent of pressure perturbations – this is the "macro" scale).   Most practical questions involve the macro-scale,
including questions about the size of the plume, the size of the area of review, and the nature of any leakage events.  
Because practical questions are asked on this scale, we highlight it with a box around the label in the figure, and we 
focus on it as the scale at which we should write our governing equations.  
While there are many comments that can be made about these scale estimates, we will focus on only two of the 
spatial scales: the thickness of a capillary fringe and the thickness of the formation.  The latter is self explanatory, 
and plays an important role in our proposed multi-scale models.  The former is defined as the region over which 
fluid phase saturations change from their maximum to their minimum values, under an assumption of vertical 
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3. A Hierarchy of Models  
A large range of computational models can be, and have been, applied to the problem of CO2 injection, fluid 
and component migration, and possible leakage.  These models range from very complicated coupled nonlinear 
systems requiring massively parallel supercomputers to greatly simplified expressions that can be solved 
analytically, thereby requiring virtually no computing power (perhaps the use of a spreadsheet).  In this section, we 
take a brief tour through this complex hierarchy of models, identifying several major categories of models and 
commenting on the major attributes of each.  We begin with the most complex and move through to the simplest.   
3.1 Full three-dimensional multi-phase multi-component models with full coupling 
Many modelling studies are based on the philosophy that a model is always better if it includes as many processes as 
possible, and resolves space and time as finely as possible.  This leads to models that include all processes that could 
be important, including multi-phase flow, multi-component transport with complex phase partitioning, coupled 
geomechanical and geochemical reactions, and energy transport with nonisothermal effects.  The models include 
coupling among all of the processes and parameters.  The resulting equations are then solved on the most highly-
resolved numerical grid that can be computed, usually on massively parallel supercomputers.  The general equations 
will involve mass balances for each component in the system, with appropriate expressions for relative permeability 
and capillary pressure, multi-phase multi-component diffusion and dispersion, full equations of state, complex flash 
calculations to determine component partitioning and the resulting phase compositions, energy transport with 
associated parameters, geomechanical equations with associated parameters, and the usually extensive list of 
geochemical reaction equations.  A complete writing of the equations is not possible with the current page 
restrictions for this manuscript.  While this approach provides a fairly complete model for the system, it is fraught 
with complications, including parameter identification and associated heterogeneities, model couplings, possibly 
extreme nonlinearities, and severe computational limitations.   
3.2 Simplified three-dimensional models 
There are many way to simplify the full set of coupled equations described in Section 3.1.  These simplifications 
almost always include some amount of de-coupling of the equations.  For example, the flow equations may be de-
coupled from the equations for geomechanics by assuming the deformations do not change flow properties 
significantly.  With that assumption, there is only a one-way coupling, so that the geomechanical response may be 
ignored while solving the flow equations.  Similarly, the geochemical responses may be deemed to take so long that 
they are insignificant over the time scales of interest for the analysis, and therefore they can be eliminated.  
Similarly, if the CO2 is injected into a formation at temperatures close to the temperature of the formation, and no 
significant changes in temperature are anticipated, then the energy equations may be eliminated.  In addition, 
component partitioning may be described by a simple (equilibrium) partitioning rule (like Henry's Law) rather than a 
full flash calculation, and miscible displacement of dissolved CO2 may also be ignored (which is appropriate for 
time scales small relative to the time scale associated with the onset of the convective mixing process).  In these 
ways, the governing equations may be simplified to, for example, bulk mass balance equations for the two phases in 
the system coupled with an equation for capillary pressure and a restriction that the phase saturations sum to one.  
The equation set is then greatly simplified, and involves equations like the following, 	 




 "$  % (4) 
where  denotes phase ( for CO2 and  for brine), " is the volumetric saturation of phase ,  is the volumetric 
flux vector,  is an external source term,  is the intrinsic permeability tensor,   &'  is the mobility tensor for 
phase  with ( being the relative permeability tensor,  is the capillary pressure, and  is the pressure of 
phase .  Equations (1) through (4) form a significantly simplified description of the two-phase flow system for CO2
and brine. 
3.3 Vertically Integrated Models 
Vertically integrated equations are motivated by the much larger lateral size if a formation, compared to it thickness, 
and are derived by integration of the full three-dimensional equations – for example the simplified Equations (1) 
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solution can be written for both the CO2 thickness and the pressure field.  The solution for the CO2 thickness has the 
following form, 
)D  a`
b S cd D e f%  " (gf  % ?hfiD  %C cd f+, R D R f%  " (g cd S R D j f+,
(6) 
where f  k&l 'lmk&J 'Jm  is the mobility ratio.  Note that, among other things, this equation implies that the CO2 plume 
expands in the radial direction in proportion to the square root of time.  In addition, the shape of the plume has an 
important dependence on the mobility ratio.  Note the potentially important role played by the relative permeability 
of the CO2 in the CO2 region of the plume.  This can be a fairly small number (that is, much less than 1), depending 
on the saturation of brine that is left behind (residual brine saturation).  This factor can counter the strong viscosity 
ratio, and can "flatten" the invading front much more toward a piston-like displacement than the profile with a 
strong buoyancy override.  This can be seen by simple calculations, which are not included here for the sake of 
space but can be done easily by the reader (email the authors for the link to a web interface that performs these 
calculations).  Similar closed-form expressions may be derived for the pressure field, from which estimates of 
important characteristics like area of review can be calculated. 
4. Hybrid Multi-scale Modeling Approaches
The ideas presented above can be collected and placed into an overall hybrid multi-scale modelling framework, 
where detailed numerical models are applied for the processes and scales where they are needed, and simpler models 
are used in other regions or to augment the numerical models.  To present a brief overview of the general concept, 
we outline 3 such model types that we either have developed or are in the process of developing.  They are as 
follows: (i) Vertically integrated models for a single formation – these are the models outlined in the Sections 3.3 
and 3.4.  They use compression and reconstruction operators to deal effectively with the 12direction without ever 
using any discretizations in the 12-direction in the numerical models. The models can include injection dynamics as 
well as post-injection migration, and can represent structural, capillary, and dissolution trapping.  (ii) Vertically 
integrated numerical models with sub-scale analytical corrections for local-scale features like wells and faults – In 
these models, we solve the macro-scale vertically-integrated model (Equation (5)) numerically using coarse grid 
blocks.  When injection wells, leaky wells, or transmissive faults are involved, analytical solutions like Equation (6) 
are used locally, within a grid block, to represent the local behaviour of these features.  In this way we avoid the use 
of fine grid resolutions in the 1, and 1< directions while still representing local features.  This isa hybrid numerical-
analytical model that applies different solutions at different length scales.  (iii) Layered quasi-three-dimensional 
models involving multiple formations and multiple leakage pathways – This kind of model is meant to represent the 
entire vertical succession and to model injection, migration, and leakage across caprock formations into other 
formations.  To date, the models we have developed have used relatively simple sharp-interface solutions within 
each of the formations, and focused on old wells as leakage pathways across the different layers (formations) in the 
domain.  More generally, different forms of the governing equations, with associated solution strategies, could be 
applied to different parts of the overall three-dimensional domain, to produce a fully hybrid model.  Our current 
efforts are in this direction. 
We have implemented several versions of each of these three hybrid multi-scale model types. Examples of the 
first type include ([4], [7], and [8].  These models provide the basis for simple estimates of system behaviour that 
can be very useful in practice.  A recent implementation of the second type of multi-scale model is presented by [9], 
where analytical solutions like Equation (6) are embedded into a numerical solution of Equation (5), with the 
analytical solution applied in grid cells that include an injection well.  Similarly, the solutions of [10] are used for 
local corrections to grid cells that include leaky wells – this follows the earlier work of [2].  Janzen [9] showed that 
kilometre-scale grid cells can be used while still capturing the local effects of wells with the cells.  That work 
provided a modified "Peaceman-type" correction for injection wells, although it is currently restricted to sharp-
interface models.  This provides significant computational benefits because the vertical compression and 
reconstruction is now complemented by a hybrid numerical-analytical multi-scale algorithm for solution of the 
vertically integrated equations.  Grid blocks have discretization lengths on the macro scale while the micro- and 
meso-scale effects of local well behaviour are captured by the local analytical solutions.   Finally, the quasi-three-
dimensional modelling approach has been the basis of a series of models to quantify leakage dynamics in domains 
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with multiple formations and many leaky potentially leaky wells.  These models provide quantitative estimation of 
both CO2 and brine leakage along the entire vertical succession – see [11], [12].   
5. Concluding Comments 
Answers to important practical questions require the availability of practical models that can help to answer 
those questions.  If the problem of CO2 storage in deep saline aquifers is considered, these questions invariably 
involve CO2 plume size, the spatial extent of pressure increases, leakage dynamics, and the spatial and temporal 
aspects of different trapping mechanisms.  To develop practical models, the system must be analyzed at length and 
time scales that match those associated with the questions to be answered.  With this as a driving motivation, an 
explicit analysis of the length and time scales associated with different processes important to the CO2 injection and 
migration problem provides a basis for development of practical models.  Herein we have outlined a sequence of 
models, from the most complex to the very simple, highlighting the key assumptions and trying to use an 
understanding of processes and scales to guide the associated simplifications.  With those models identified, a 
general multi-scale framework can lead to efficient models that capture the dominant processes on the larger scales 
while using simpler representations on smaller, essentially unresolved scales.  Vertical integration of the governing 
equations with assumptions of gravity segregation and structured vertical velocities provide many possibilities for 
simplified equations, whose solutions are often relatively easy to compute.  Hybrid multi-scale models that combine 
both multiple scales and multiple solution approaches (numerical and analytical) provide additional fruitful avenues 
for model development.  While the assumptions inherent in each of the modeling components need to be understood 
and respected, these kinds of hybrid multi-scale models offer interesting possibilities for large-scale, long-time 
simulations that include the essential features of the system while maintaining computational efficiency. 
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